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SALVE REGINA COLLEGE -

Mary Kay Segar Elected
Student Council President

\

The week of April 29th at Salve Regina College, was arrayed
with the Student Council campaignin1g -and the subsequent elections of President ·Mary Kay Segar, '69, Vice-President Maria
Sciarrotta, '69, Secretary Pamela
Sweeney, '70 and Treasurer Joanne Gauthier, '70 on Wednesday,
May 1.
This year's campaign followed
the petition system, thus each
girl who wished to run for any
office submitted a resume of her
intention to do so; the resumes
were then qualified by President
Mary Dowd and posted for the
benefit of the student body. Each
official candidate then needed the
signatures of 20 students in order to participate in the finai
stages of the campaign. At 9:00
a.m. on Monday, April 29, candidates, campaign managers, and
supporters began the official
vote - getting through posters,
tags, speeches on pla tforms, and
the familiar campai,gn promises.
Debates between opposing candidates took place Monday night in
O'Hare Center.
The two day campaign was
highlighted by the speeches given
by each candidate and her campaign manager in the Haven,
Tuesday at noon and again at
4:00 p.m. Student and faculty
apathy, poor student - faculty
communication, and the need for
experime11t and change on campus were the main topics of
nearly all the candidatorial
speeches. Mary Kay Segar decried "apathy ... a real problem
at Salve Regina." She added, "I
want a campus where there will
be no excuse for apathy." Her
proposals for eliminating this
problem include the organization
of a Campus Court composed of
the vice-president of Student
Council and the twelve vice-presidents of the various house councils, a Petition System enabling
students with new ideas or suggestions to petition the Student
Council, and the addition of the
President of the Commuters Club
to the Student Council as a voting member. Mary Kay would
also have Salve become a member of the National Student's
Asso'Ciation and Who's Who in
American Colleges. Above all she
assured the students that "your
ideas can become realities".
Among other endeavors, Mary
Kay served as House Council
President last year. Junior resident representative to Student
Council where she headed the Library Committee, a vital force in
the recent extension of library
hours, and member-at-large to
the College Council.

TIDE

Newly elected Vice-President
Maria Sciarrotta told the students "I will be the speaker, but
you will be the voice behind me."
She too is concerned with the
restlessness and apathy on campus and promised that she "will
do all in her power to keep all
students informed of Student
Council and College Council."
Promising " ... efficiency, clarity, promptness . . " and advocating that " . . . new procedures·
and ideas are necessary . . . "
Pamela Sweeney was elected to
the position of Secretary. She
speaks of a "two way road between the students and myself
. . ." as a means of meeting and
and solving campus questions and
problems.
Treasurer Joanne Gauthier addressed her energies to the need
of "increased communications. ·•
"The students of S.R.C. must be
interested in the policies of the
college community if it is to provide for the development of mature women." Part of the answer
to this problem, according to Joanne, lies in "new ideas, varied
opinions, and constructive criticism."
A turnover of power relieves
this year's officers of their duties. President Mary Dowd, VicePresident ,S ue Durham, Secretary Nor e en Brawley, and
Treasurer Janet Coyle. Through
their efforts came about the formation of the College Council, increased curfews, and a revision
of the dress code; their most significant overall achievement was
making student power more effective on this campus. When
asked if she had any parting advice to the new officers Mary
Dowd answered, "try to utilize
the resources of every member
of 1S tudent Council and involve
the girls in Student Council actively; keep and strengthen College Council and refine the rules
and regulations."

MARY KAY SEGAR
President

JOANNE GAUTHIER
Treasurer

MARIA SCIARROTTA
Vice President

PAMELA SWEENEY
Secretary

.
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Graduation June 3,
J. H. Hagen, Speaker
Salve Regina College will hold
its eighteenth annual Commencement on the Terrace of Ochre
Court on Monday, June 3. His I!lxcellency, the most Reverend Russell J. McVinney, D. D., will preside, and Joseph H. Hagen, special
assistant for congressional relations in the Offi.ce of E •c onomic
Opportunity, and former assistant to ,S argent Shriver, will address the graduates. Sister Mary
Emily, R.S.M., President, will
present the candidates to His Excellency.
The Honorable John H. Chafee
Governor of Rhode Island, and
His Honor Cowles Mallory, City
Manager of Newport, will be
present to greet the 204 graduates, the largest class ever graduated by the College. Honorary
degrees will be bestowed upon
Mr. Hagen and Ade Bethune, the
internationally known artist, who
is now residing in Newport.
Sunday, June 2, has been designated as Baccalaureate Sunday.
The graduates and their parents
will attend a con-celebrated Mass
at St. Mary's Churrch, Newport,
at 4:00 p.m. The sermon at the
Mass will be preached by Rev.
John P. Reilly, Chaplain. Following the !Mass, a dinner for the
graduates and their parents will
be held in Miley Hall.
On ,S aturday evening, June 1,
the seniors and their escorts will
attend the Commencement Ball
in the Great Hall of Ochre Court,
from nine until midnight.
Other activities scheduled for
the seniors include the Alumnae
Banquet on May 20 in Miley Hall,
where the class will be received
into the Alumnae Association,
the Tea and Musical given by the
Salve Regina Guild on May 26,
with the mothers as the special
guests, and Class Day Exercises
on May 29.
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Sr. M. Christopher R.S.M.
Assumes Presidency Of
Salve Regina College
The Board of Trustees of Salve
Regina College has announced the
appointment of Sister Mary Christopher O'Rourke, R.S.M., Ph.D. to
the position of president.
Mother Mary Kiernan Flynn,
R.S.M., chairman of the board,
said the appointment is effective
next July 1. Sister Mary Christopher, who is head of the school's
Sociology department, succeeds
Sister Mary Emily S h an 1 e y ,
R.S.M., who recently resigned.
S i s t e r Mary Christopher is
presently a visiting scholar at the
Center for Studies in Higher Education at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. Prior to this,
Sister once served as president of
tfie Newport County anti-poverty
agency's executive board for two
years. She is still a member of
that executive board.
She is a member of the Diocesan Relations Commission and
the Rhode Island Women's Interracial Conference, and she is a
consultant for the Butler Hospital
Community Men ta 1 Education
Project. Sister is also associated
with the Newport Chapter of the
Red Cross as well as the Executive Board of the Rhode Island
Council of Churches and the Executive Board for Girl Scouts of
Rhode Island.
Sister was one of the originators of the Head Start Program
for Newport County whereby,
through her interest in the program, Salve became the delegate
agency for the operation of the
Project. The college now directs
both a summer and winter Head
Start Program.
In recognition of Sister's interest and endeavors in numerous
community projects the Women's
Division of the Newport Chamber
of Commerce selected her for the
honor of "Woman of the Year."
Sister Christopher, a native of
Providence, attended St.- Xavier
Academy and Pembroke College,
where she earned a bachelor of
arts degree in psychology. In 1962
she completed doctoral work in
sociology at Notre Dame University in South Bend, Indiana.

O'Hare Academic Center
Dedicated April 26th
April 26, 1968 marked the dedication of the O'Hare Academic
Center, a tribute to the memory
of Sister Mary James O'Hare,
R.S.M., the first dean of Salve
Regina College.
A processional followed by the
blessing and sealing of the cornerstone began the events of the
afternoon. An invocation was
given by Bishop McVinney, and

Sister Mary Christ-Opper, R.S.M.

Sigma Phi Sigma
,S igma Phi Sigma, the National
Honor Society of Mercy Colleges,
has announced its newly elected
members. They are among the·
1:ieniors: Mary Dowd, Virginia.
Koehlar, a nd Sandra Whelly.
From the Class of 69: Christine
Beaulac, Mary Ann Cronin, Jane
Morhardt, Rena Patry, Maria
Sciarrotta and Mary Kay Segar
were chosen to the society. In
the sophomore class the members are Frances Kozma, Barbara La Vorgna, and Kathryn
Podd.
For eligibility to Sigma Phi
,Sigma a student must maintain
at least a "B" average, display
outstanding achievement, and
uphold the ideals and principles
of the College. These students
will receive awards at Commencement. The n1les of the society state that twelve girls a
year may be elected. Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors nominate girls from their respective
classes who they feel deserve this
recognition. The faculty, administration, and members of Sigma
Phi Sigma vote on the girls whom
the students indicated as their
desired candidates. Active members of the society must uphold
the ideals of the society and
maintain their academic average
if they wish to retain their membership.
a welcome was extended by Sister Mary Emily, R.S.M. The Honorable Fred R. Alofsin, Mayor of
the city of Newport, expressed
his appreciation of the rapport
that exists between the students
at Salve and the citizens of Newport.
!Selections were presented by
the Salve Regina College Glee
Club which included the National
Anthem, and the Alma Mater. A
tour of O'Hare Academic Center
and a buffet culminated the
afternoon ceremony.
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Positive View On Tuition Bill
Aired By Mr. R. McKenna

Sr. Damien Greene Presents
Opposing View On Tuition Bill

By Robert J. McKenna
In considering the issue of
tuition grants to students attendinig non-public schools and colleges, it is essential that the entire question be put in proper
focus. In dealing with students
and other persons here, we must
see the matter in terms of the
human person and ·not be diverted
by institutions of educational
systems.
It was just this approach that
was adopted by the Fathers of
Vatican ll. They reaffirmed the
basic rights of human freedom in
the Declaration on , Religious
Freedom and in the Declaration
on Christian Education. For our
present purpose we will quote
two paragraphs from Article 5
of the Declaration on Religious
Freedom:
"Since the family is a society
in its own original right, it has
the rights to live its own domestic religious life under the guidance of parents. Parents, moreover, have the right to determine,
in accordance with their own religious beliefs, the kind of religious education that their children are to receive."
"Government, in consequence,
must acknowled,ge the right of
parents to make a genuinely free
choice of schools and of other
means of education. The use
of this freedom of choice is
not to be made a reason for
imposing unjust burdens on par,ents, whether directly or indirectly. Besides, the rights of par-ents are violated if their children
are forced to attend lessons or instruction which are not in agreement with their religious beliefs.
The same is true if a single system of education, from which all
religious formation is excluded, is
imposed upon all."
Any discussion of educatio:ru
must include these basic principles:
The family or parents as the
primary locus of the right and
duty to educate, the right of a
genuinely free choice of schools,
"and the prohibition of imposing
unjust burdens
on parents,
whether directly or indirectly."
These same principles are variously stated by the United Nations' Declaration of Human
!R1ghts which states in Article 26:
Everyone has the right to education. Education shall be free,
at least in the ' elementary and
fundamental stage. Parents have
a prior right to choose the kind
of education that shall be given
to their childrfn,
The same basic view is expounded by the United States Supreme Court when, in the famous
Pierce case which declared an
Oregon law requiring all students
to attend public schools to be unconstitutional; it declared that:

By Sister Damien Greene
Although there are some
worthwhile
considerations by
Citizens for Educational Freedom as embodied in House !Bill
14'62, one of the statements
which explains the reasons for
the passage of the bill is questionable. In proposing that "Competition between the public school
system and non-public schools
tends to improve all education"
the liberality of the
earlier
thought expressed that "it is the
inalienable right of responsibility of parents to determine the
kind of school their child attends" is objectionably qualified.
Since most of non-public schools
which will be affected by the
State Tuitions Grants in Rhode
Island are Catholic parochial
schools, the purpose of these
schools is apparently misunderstood.
Milton Paisner in opposing the
bill correctly observes: that parents support parochial schools
because they wa:nt their children
educated in a system which includes important religious values
which public education does not
provide. To maintain, then, that
tuition grants would help to improve education through competition is invalid and offensive,. Furthermore, such an attitude contradicts the growing spirit of
sharing strengths amonig the different school systems. Experiments which are now in opera.tion between public and parochial
schools reveal a feeling of cooperation, not competition.
In addition to the Churehschool, ilV[r. Paisner mentions that
parents who want to give their
children a special education with
their social and economic peers
choose a private system of education. Under the state tuition
bill these parents could also receive financial aid which it is
doubtful that they need.
A more objectionable section
of the bill, however, is the section
which seeks to give grants indiscriminately to all college students. While it is true that money
is a serious problem for many
parents and colleges, there are,
at present, reasonable solutions
which could be amplified. Con-

sideration of need has intrinsic
value because it is a fallacy to
believe that all parents have
equal financial difficulties in providing college education for their
children. It would be more advantageous to extend the \ state
scholarship program by helping
these families who have greater financial difficulties than to
approve uniform grants for all
students.
Besides the scholarship program the loan program which is
also presently available to college students could be re-evaluated. Another means availabl to
college students is the workstudy program whtch satisfies
the desire of those who want to
give personal services to their
colleges. These contributions of
students who have talents to offer in such areas as library work,
typing, and research also benefit
the college. Perhaps more openings in this program would be
beneficial in the development of
the responsibility of the students.
It is also reasonable to consider
that direct payments made to ail
students might encourage colleges to raise tuitions proportionately. Although this financial
gain might possibly help to improve the quality of education, it
will not in reality reliev& the
financial burden of the parents.
There has not yet been enough
thoughtful study regarding the
crisis in higher education from
the point of view of the college
or the home.
The acceptance of a pluralistic
value system in education justifiably recognizes the individual
differences in members of society. The present crisis which
exists in the non-public school
system needs to be resolved in
order to maintain the healthy
diversity in education. Such
areas as programs of school consolidation and shared resources
need to be developed further.
The tuition aid bill, then, is not
the answer to the financial crisis,
and its approval may delay a solution which must penetrate more
effectively the significant causes
underlying the critical situation
present in contemporary education.

West, all parts of the country,
wrote to the Senator. Some were
laudatory, some were less than although the favorable ones were
by far the majority."
An intern's day begins at 9 a.m ..
Marian found every day, every
minute crowded. "The freedom to
explore," she calls the most exciting element of her week. She
heard the Ethics Debate in which
Senators Dodd and Dirksen partipated (again, no cut and dried
issue) and General Shoup testified
before a Senate Hearing.
"The most exciting moment occurred not too long before I was
scheduled to leave. I received a
phone call from Senator Pell who
wanted to speak with me before

I left." Marian did speak with him
on many different matters, the
war, students, the coming presidential race all facets of
American political life.
Marian's exploration of the
Ship of State left her with many
impressions and opinions. "When
you're right there at the pulse
beat of things, seeing everything
in a clear perspective you want
to learn and learn and learn."
To accompany M3<rian, Paulet~e
Mattera, a junior was selected.
However, fate played an ill role
for Paulette. Unable to participate in all the activities, she returned within twenty-four hours,
minus an event to remember and
minus all her luggage.

The fundamental theory of liberty upon which all governments
in this Union repose excluded
any general power of the State
to standardize its , c h i 1 d r e l1I
by forcing them to accept instruction from public teachers
only. The child is not the mere
creature of the State; those who
mature him and direct his destiny
have this right, coupled with the
high duty, to recognize and prepare him for additional obligations.
Lastly, the Constitution of
Rhode Island states that "no man
shall be . . . burdened in his body
or goods ... nor otherwise suffer
in account of his religious belief."
In short, all of these statements of principles reorganize
the God-given and constitutionally protected right of each parent to exercise his religious freedom, which includes freedom of
religious education without being
burdened because of this exercise. On this point the Catholic
Church, the United Nations, the
United ,s tates and Rhode Island
Constitutions all agree: every
person has freedom of religion
and of educational choice and it
should not be burdened.
What is the a;ctual practice today in the United States and especially in Rhode Island? If a
parent chooses to send his child
to a public school, he pays no
tuition, the education is free to
him and he is not burdened in his
goods. If he chose a non-public
school, including a religious one,
the state denies him the tax support he would get had he chosen
a public school. He must then
either pay a tuition or indirectly
pay the cost of education through
contributions to his chuvch. In
either case he is burdened in his
goods by virtue of the use of his
religious freedom. In some extreme cases, as for example the
Amish, the refusal of parents to
subject their children to public
education which violates their
conscience results in arrests and
imprisonment. A clear burdening of .t he body.
Clearly, the noble principles
set forth in the openinig statements are not fulfilled in practice.
The purpose of the tuition grant
bill that is pending before the
Rhode Island General Assembly
is a first slep on the road to making these statements reality rather than mere rhetoric. Since
ea,ch parent would receive a tuition grant equal to one half of
the state grant per public school
child, the extent of the burden
would be . reduced. This is a forward step whi:ch could result in
greater freedom for parents to
'select ''the kind of education that
shall be gi,ven to their children."
At the college level this grant
would be about $600.00 or $700.00 each year. This would reduce
the burden of parents who pay
all or part of their daughter's
tuition here at Salve. Thus, there
would be a recognition of the fact

that a student's education here is
as much an asset to Rhode Island
as one equally educated at a state
college. This is the interest of
the state: well-educated citizens
prepare to accept their role in the
social and political life of the
community regardless of the college they attend.
For these reasons of principle and of practical effect tuition
grants are a sound public policy
and should be adopted by the
state of Rhode Island at the
earliest possible date.
Because of the crucial importance of this issue each citizen
and especially each student and
teacher has an obligation to inform himself or herself on all
aspects of the question and to
form an informed and responsible position and then, to take
appropriate practical steps to influence the action of the General
Assembly.

Senior Interns
In Washington
Being where and when the action is - exploring the pulse beat
are a part of youth's curiosity.
For a week as an intern in Senator Claiborne Pell's (Dem., R. I.)
Washington Office, Marian Mathison felt the action of the nation.
The seven days in D. C. were
Educational Excitement: she
heard Attorney General Ramsey
Clarke discuss riot control; Bobby
Kennedy urge more urban renewal; the Supreme Court hand down
decisions on racial issues. There
were also more informal moments
such as literally "bumping" into
Ted Kennedy in the Senate elevator.
·
"It's what- is behind the news
in Time or Week," Marian remarked in the Haven over coffee;
"a real understanding that issues
are not black and white, nor cut
and dried. For example, I went
down a Hawk, but I came back
a moderate, though not quite a
Dove!"
1Insights, a key yet overworked
word, are what's behind the internship program. A college student is able to work in a congressional office and see just
what's happening. Marian worked
in all sections of the office, and
felt opening Senator Pell's mail
was the most interesting job.
"People from the Midwest and
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On Academic Freedom

College Body Supplies Pro's And Con's
Recently the ErBB TIDE took
upon itself the initiative and responsibility of tabulating a poll
on student academic freedom.
The goal was to discover the climate of student, faculty, and administrative thought in this area,
From the response, general statements indicate that changes are
in order on the Campus of Salve
Regina College.
The general consensus of both
student and faculty concerning
the feasibility of student academic freedom. on this campus
indicated that size was irrelevant
and that responsibility was the
primary ingredient. Although a
good portion of those polled affirmed the existence of academic
freedom, there is a definite expression of the need for expansion in specific areas.
On the question of unlimited

cuts, several flllculty members
felt that such a system could
prove beneficial to the student
body, specifically those with outstanding academic a,chievement.
Two faculty members expressed
the following positive viewpoints:
"I have used this system for
two and one-half years on this
campus. I can see nothing except
good resulting from s·u ch a
policy ... "
"'The lecture as a learning device becomes less and less appropriate to most descriptions as
knowledge proliferates. Discussion and problem solving need to
replace the sacramental lecture
method."
The majority of the faculty
felt, however that most students
on this campus would tend to
abuse this privilege:
",S uch a system requires a

goodly number of scholars in the
two meanings of the term. Students of this caliber are very few
on this campus ... Many a Salve
alumnae owes her present degree
and learning abilities on a professional level to the fact that
college regulations demanded her
presence in class."
A much more dominant sentiment was expressed in favor of
unlimited cuts by the students.
The opinions such as the following were the major themes:
"Required c 1 ass attendance
proves nothing. The student who
wants to study will. It is far
more desirable to have a class of
ir.terested and well-versed student; opportunities for, independent study, for work not confined
to the classroom would greatly
improve the quality of many
classes."
"We aren't here for a grade
but for knowledge."
In opposition to the above atThe keyword to student academic freedom is responsibility on the part of both the faculty and the students. It is the mutual titudes a few students offered an
recognition of this responsibility that will establish an intelJectual argument of irresponsibility:
aren't responsible
and academic rapport of a higher degree. Academic freedom does for"Students
this because they haven't
not mean academic license, but will enable both faculty and stu- shown responsibility in other
dents to pursue higher education to its fullest.
areas."
The purpose of this poll is to determine the climate of faculty
Tlle possibility oL treating
theology on a pass/fail basis is
and student opinion.
currently being considered in the
1. Do you think more student academic freedom is needed on this College Council. With regard to
campus?
this suggestion, the majority of
*Faculty: Yes . . . . . . . . . 70.3%
Student: Yes ......... 94.8% the faculty stressed positive
No .......... 14.8%
No .......... 5.2% views emphasizing that theology
must be pursued as a way of life
2. Do you think it is feasible on a campus of this size?
Faculty: Yes ......... 78.6%
Student: Yes ......... 96.5% rather than an academic endeav-,
No .......... 10.7%
No ....... :. . 3.5% or. In addition, several faculty
members felt that the resentment
.S. Would you like to see a system of unlimited cuts established on of these courses by the students,
necessitates a new a,pproach this campus?
EXAMPLE: A system such as this might enable a student to perhaps the pass/fail system
pursue independent study, thereby increasing her knowledge with- would be the answer. One such
out jeopardizing her grade by the number of classes she does or view is expressed in these terms:
"I would approve of theology
does not attend.
Student: Yes ......... 87.5% taken on any basis rather than
Faculty: Yes ......... 36.6%
No .......... 12.5% endeavor."
No .......... 50.0%
People · opposed . to this posi4. Would you approve of theology courses taken on a pass or fail
tion, however, maintain that one
system?
must consider the nature of a
Student: Yes ......... 84.2%
Faculty: Yes ......... 60.7%
Catholic college as well as the
No .......... 15.8%
No .......... 39.2%
recognition of the students' en5. There are a great number of courses required outside of the major deavor. This sentiment was afand minor fields of concentration. A specific number of credits in firmed by the phrase "many students apply themselves assiducourses of this type are required to obtain a degree.
a. Could there be more of a choice by a student from the subjects ously to theology and have a
right to expect that their work be
already offered to fill these requirements?
EXAMPLE: Substitute pluralism for liturgy, thereby broaden- given the recognition accorded
to any other discipline." Furthering a student's knowledge of religion.
Faculty: Yes .......•. 84.6%
Student: Yes ......... 96.7% more this new type of grading No .......... 15.2%
No . . . . . . . . . . 3.2% that is no grading at all - would
b. Would it be possible to introduce new courses in this area present serious complications re(required courses) and/or change present courses according to garding the formulation of the
general index.
student and faculty desires?
Student: Yes . . . . . . . . . 96.6%
Faculty: Yes ......... 70.8%
It is evident that the students'
No .......... 20.8%
No .......... 3.4% opinions are in acco_rd with the
positive attitudes reflected by
6. As has been stated above, there is a necessity fo.r a very meaning- the majority of the faculty. Preful rapport between faculty and students.
velant thoughts on this matter
a. Do you agree with this statement?
indicate dissatisfaction with the
b. If you agree, how do you think this rapport can be expanded? cu r r e n t presentation of the
Faculty: Yes ......... 88.0%
Student: Yes ......... 96.4% courses. The following quotes are
No . .. .. . .. .. 8.0%
No .. .. . .. . .. 3.6% typical of student response:
I don't think God meant re* The following system will be continued throughout the chart. It
should be noted that these responses result from a 30% faculty ligion to be graded A, B, C, or
return and a 33% student return. Any apparent incongruity is due D. Stonehill has worked out very
to a number of undecided, with reservations, or faculty option well theology courses on a pass/fail system."
votes.

''' Theology is a waste of time haps a more pre-dominate emunless it is made more relevant, phasis on the social sciences as
Vatican II or no Vatican II."
well as the fine arts. The followThe strong opposition to this ing comment stated: "Faculty
proposa1 as voiced by ' students, members are continually revampwas that theology is generally an ing courses to make them more
asset to one's cumulative average meaningful. They are interested
and expressed preference for a in student opinion and evaluation
letter grade in reward for effort. of content."
In approaching a subject such
Supportinig the existing system,
students wrote in the vein of as academic freedom, the pollster
the following: "Most theology must bear in mind that he is dealcourses offered here are an A or ing with people rather than a
mere institution. In correlating
B and help raise the :;i.verage."
"Theology is a course like any the results of this undertaking, it
other and should be graded as is most rewarding to realize that
the college, almost unanimously,
such."
posed numerous suggestions in
According to the conviction exfavor of renewed student-faculty
pressed by the majority in both
rapport. It was emphasized that
groups, there are definite rethe foundation for sound dialogue
quirements necessary in order to
exists in the faculty-student
receive a liberal arts degree and
forums and that they should conto fulfill the pre-requisites for
tinue. It was further proposed
further academic pursuits. It was
that these interpersonal relationnoted that there is room for so,me
ships could be extended into the
ex;pansion in several departments,
areas of informal gatherings such
within the limitations presented
as cook-outs, athletic events, and
by the size of the college and the
dinners - both on campus and
availability of the faculty.
in faculty homes. Relative to a
Since such limitations do exist, more casual, intellectual pursuit,
it has been suggested that a sys- it was recommended that there
tem of yearly alternation of be a greater amount of joint parcourses be more fully employed in ticipation in cultural activities
the present curriculum with per- both on and off campus.

What Is Acadeniic Freedoni~·
By Catherine Litwin
To understand academic freedom it is necessary to have an
awareness of the .purpose of
an institution of higher education. First it must be realized
that higher education is concerned with other institutions in
society such as religion, private
welfare, economical enterprise
and government.
In these fields, the college or
university supplements, develops,
and strengthens the ideas and
procedures employed by the community. Society itself relies on
the graduates every June to donate their share to the future of
the nation. Hopefully the community will receive intelligent,
responsible, creative ambitions
and devoted citizens. From these
students society demands competition and honors the threat of
"new blood." It is the College
graduate which e n a b le s the
country as a whole to advance.
As a result the colle,g e and the
university should seek to respect
and protect these integral parts
of society. The objectives of higher education which are the preservation, transmission and advancement of knowledge enable
man to preserve these attributes.
Another objective of the academic community is to teach the
individual to be of service to the
community.
According to John D. Millet,
"Creative change is the province
of higher education which is part
of society rather than an escape
from it." This creative change
which cannot be one-sided must
be a mutual exchange between

faculty and students. Consequently, the academic community
should detect absolute power and
search for freedom discovered
through a distribution of power.
Through academic freedom between students and faculty, this
objective may be followed and
the educational institution will
flourish as supporting and advancing the community.
.A!ccording to Fritz Machlup of
Princeton University, "Academic
freedom consists in the absence
of, or protection from, such restraints or pressures - chiefly
in the form of s a n c t i on s
threatened by .state or church authorities or by the authorities,
faculties, or students of colleges
and universities, but occasionally
also by other power groups or society as are designed to create in
the minds of academic scholars
fears and anxieties that may inhibit them from studying and investigating whatever they are interested in and from freely discussing, teaching, or publishing
whatever opm10ns they have
relllched." Professor Machlup also
feels that the problem facing academic freedom in the United
States is related to the freedom
to teach. This freedom to teach
along with the freedom to learn
comprise the basis of academic
freedom ..
Ralph F. Fuchs, the President
of the American Association of
University Professors from 1960
to 1962, has definite ideas concerning academicc freedom. To
Fuchs, freedom permits a sucContinued on Page 6
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Academic Freedom
The Ebb Tide has undert;tken a project unprecedented in the
history of Salve Regina College - the correlation of opinions on
a subject which we believe to be of utmost importance to this
campus as to any other - academic freedom. We in America did
not intend this poll as incitement to riot, pickets, or demonstrations. Neither did we expect to be ignor·e d or snickered at. What
we sincerely hope to accomplish is to establish the climate of student and faculty opinion on this topic and it must be confessed,
we also hope to raise some lively, constructive conversation on
the subject.
During the distribution of the poll we were often asked
specifically what we meant by "academic freedom." A dichotemy
of opinion was evident on this question. Many faculty members
believed academic freedom to be the privilege of the professor to
conduct his class as he wished. On the other hand, most students
had not even recognized this aspect of academic freedom. We
believe that a merger of the two - faculty and student is the
most desirable definition of academic freedom. It has not been
our purpose to precisely define this merger, but we hope that the
poll has presented sufficient stimulation for discussion upon which
the groundwork for such a merger can be laid, and that from this
foundation a mature mutual recognition of academic rights will
result.
It was stressed in the brief explanation which headed the poll
that the keyword to academic freedom is responsibility. Students
must possess sufficient responsibility to deserve any degree of
academic freedom and faculty must sincerely attempt to realize
this responsibility, which we believe already exists to a higher
than recognized degree.

The importance of this poll cannot be overemphasized. This
is not the Ebb Tide's private tabulation; this is your poll - it
belongs to each student, each member of the faculty, and administration. If it is true as the consensus of opinion asserted, that
rapport is desirable and attainable on our campus, then academic
freedom can be a means to this rapport - a mature, mutual recognition of responsibility and the search for truth. Definite conclusions cannot be reached on paper; it is fhe thoughts expressed,
the opinions asserted which are the building blocks needed to
establish the desired plane of academic achievement in our intellectual community.

Our Sincere Thanks
The most'recent and appropriate exemplification of the prevalent expanding environment of Salve Regina College was the
dedication of the O'Hare Academic Center. This building symbolizes the future of SRC. The present has been brought about
and the future will be introduced as a result of a strong lineage
of concerned leaders. It s·eems important to extend. a sincere
recognition to Sister Mary Emily for her dynamic role in activating the contemporary campus structures during her four-year
tenure.
During this time, O'Hare Academic Center and Miley Hall
were constructed; Founders and Ochre Lodge were ac,quired;
student enrollment and the faculty staff have increased. A junior
year program for language majors in France and in Spain, an
office of cultural affairs, the college sponsorship of two Operation
Head Start programs as well as the Barrington Discussion Group
have been initiated.
Sister Mary Emily has indeed exhibited a profound interest
in these innovations and in the extensive range of campus events.
She has without fail been available to the campus community and
has presented a liberal and an objective atmosphere. As president
of Salve she has personally directed, inspired, and encouraged
involvement rather than apathy, activity rather than complacency,
knowledge rather than ignorance. In essence it is through her
promoting efforts during the past four years that Salve has attained the strong position it today holds. Students will indeed miss
their respected president. They know that she will, however, activate her convictions in her future endeavors ... To Sister Mary
Emily, Thank you ... To Sister Mary Christopher, Welcome.
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Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor:
You have asked for my reaction and my comments on the recent student and faculty poll regarding student academic freedom.
My reaction was one of great
delight and satisfaction in knowing that you had such concern
about your studies and your relations with the faculty members
who direct your study program. I
am sure that I . am not alone in
this reaction. Your willingness to
carry out the details of conducting such a survey and of assessing its results will certainly impress the faculty with a new appreciation of your willingness to
cooperate wholeheartedly and interestedly in the process of your
education here at Salve Regina
College.
My comments on the matter of
the survey are several and are as
follows:
You have certainly chosen the
correct keyword to the whole
problem of student academic
freedom - responsibility. I think
that if the faculty could really
see concrete and sustained evidence of this attitude of responsibility on the part of more students there would be less hesitancy on their part to allow students more freedom to approach
their study problems in the
unique ways which make such an
appeal to them.
I think most faculty members
are aware of the advantages
which might accompany a system of. pass or fail for grading.
However, there are many practical aspects of the system which
the student might find to be a
stumbling block to future advancement. Until this system has
a wider acceptance for further
study and recommendations for
on-going achievements in a student's chosen field it would seem
unwise to adopt it without more
study of the matter. Elven experimenting with a few courses taken on this grading system could
greatly chanige a student's grade
point average which still has a
great significance in many areas
whether we agree with this position or not. We cannot be too
hasty in adopting this system of
grading.
Presently the faculty committee on curriculum is engaged in·
research on the course offerings
at the college with special , emphasis on the lower division
courses. As you note in your survey sections, certain b a s i c
COl,lrses are required of all students because they contribute
very sizeably to a liberal arts
education. While the content and
scope of these courses must still
be retained, many faculty members are in complete agreement
with students who suggest that
the format and presentation of
these courses might well be
altered. Suggestions to the committee and to individual professors will be welcome. Students
who have well thought out and
well discussed suggestions to

t

make would certainly be welcome to appear at curriculum
meetings to propose and discuss
ways in which the basic courses
could be made more meaningful.
The Muscatine Report published
by the University of California
Press just recently makes this interesting observation regarding
student reaction to the present
status· of the curriculum:
"There is a connection between
the students' general outlook and
their reaction to the Unversity.
Those who believe that there can
be short cut to social reform,
mysticism, and love cannot conceive that there are no short
cuts to learning. Difficult courses
that make them pore over facts
and theorems can seem a tedious
waste of time concocted by unim~ginative professors. There
must be instant knowledge if
only the faculty would become
attuned to the modern world. To
overcome this atttude the University must discover how to impart once more the truth that
there is no royal road to mathematics.
The anti-rational aspects of
student thought contribute to
this attitude. Students who hold
unreflectingly the belief that feeling is a surer guide to truth than
is reason, cannot readily appreciate the University's commitment to rational investigation. If
they believe that Western culture
is decadent, they cannot appreciate the University's devotion to
its preservation and transmission.
Commitment to social action
also prevents students from accepting as valuable an autonomous world of ideas. They find
it hard to conceive that the purpose of the University can be to
seek and preserve pure knowledge. They feel that impartiality
cannot exist in the s o c i a l
sciences, or for that matter in
any subject that deals with man·

and his culture. Instead of praising the impartiality of the teacher who does not relate his lessons
to immediate problems, they accuse him of moral irresponsibility.
T!_lere is a contradiction in
criticism that betrays the anti-intellectual stance of the non-conformist students. They condemn
the University because it is a
factory that turns out the products demanded by society and
trains students in the rules of the
game; yet they want their education to be related to presentday life and to their personal
needs, not to the abstract concerns of the humanities and
sciences. They see the University
as an agent of the power structure, and they want it to become
instead an agent of their moral
revolution. A major task of the
University is to convince the students of the value of free and independent inquiry, of the need of
the University for autonomy
from all quarters if it is properly
· to serve society."
By way of a constructive and
practical suggestion for students
in forming their attitudes toward
their colleges the same Muscatine Report quoted above states:
"The University may be imperfect, like all human institutions, but the academically-oriented students are more apt to
make -the best of the opportunities it offers than to belabor its
imperfections. In a word, they
are more responsive to its Virtues:
than to its flaws."
Looking forward to working
with both students and faculty
members to implement the suggestions resulting from the poll,
I am
- Sister Mary Alban, R.li.M.
Academic Dean

* * *

Dear Editor:
Recently a friend sent a copy
of an article that appeared in the
March, 1968 issue of Ebb Tide.
The article was written concerning the O f f i c e r Candidates'
Continued on Page 5
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Letters
Continued from Page 4
,opinion of the Salve Student.
A year ago iI was an O.C. and I
,do not agree with the 'unre·hearsed opinions' that you
printed. You no doubt held
your interview in the Skoal
Room. Did you talk to any O.C.
who met girls in places other
than the bars?
The girls of Salve in my
opinion are s i n c e r e, goodlooking, intelligent, well-mannered, friendly and overall better
than the V.C., Vernon Court,
girls. The girls make the city of
Newport one of the best liberty
ports in the United States.
The O.C. of Newport has it
made when compared to other
·-.. ~.C.'s, for example, the Aviation
Officer Candidate School in Pensacola, Florida. While the O.C.
degrades his girls the A.O.C. has
no girl to degrade. In Newport
the Ens. or Lt. (jg) is a rare
thing since commissioning is followed by transfers to o.t her
plruces. In Pensacola, commissioning only adds more junior officers to those already here for the
flight program. This creates more
'competition for the A.O.C., who
doesn't have a chance against
sports car driving junior officers.
This is one element the O.C. does
not have to contend with.
Since the O.C. of Newport has
less competition and the finest
girls in the world right at Salve,
I would say he has it made and
doesn't know it. So the ·girls of
Salve should take these unfavorable comments very lightly.
To the staff of the Ebb Tide I
would like to say 'Bravo Fulu' navy talk for a 'job well done' on most articles about the Officer Candidates of O.C.S.
- James R. Vanderwest
Ens. U.S.N.R.
P.,s .
After ~pending four months of
last year in the Officer Candidate
School of Newport and the past
six months in Pensacola, Florida.
I hope you find my comparison
interesting.

* * *

Dear Editor:
Concern has been expressed by
the Plrucement office in the form
of a clarification of the fact that
in a previous issue of Ebb Tide,
the advertisement of several
summer overseas work programs
was neither sponsored by, nor
checked for relative merit at the
office.
It is advisable that any students, interested in such advertised jobs abroad, take advant~ge of factual information on
such - available at the !Placement center. Furthermore, a
"word of caution" from the Department of State has just been
i:;eceived and posted, on this subject.
- F. M, MacDonald
Placement Dire'c tor

* * *

Dear Editor:
I have never written a letter
to any editorial page before, but
after last night's performance of
the College Council I feel obliga-

ted to express my opinion. Perhaps I have not been infused with
the "Mercy Spirit," whatever
that means, however I don't feel
the faculty and administration is
either, due to the fact that five
membei's of the faculty and administration did not make the
scene last night. Is this the swift
moving vehicle that is running
our school? I suggest the council
get some interested members
soon or there will be even more
antagonism between faculty and
students and administration. The
Council is a good idea, but let's
not let it fall through like everything else does due to apathy.
Speaking of "Mercy Spirit"
where was it the day after Martin Luther King's death? Almost
every other school of any significance had some kind of a service
with the participation of everyone in the school. At our center
of intellectual activity there was
one impromptu prayer in O'Hare
given by one interested faculty
member and two Masses. Both
were poorly attended. Why did
this happen ?
President Johnson's so-called
"deescalation" speech stimulated
much talk on the campus for
about two days and then the conversation died. Something came
out of the President's · "magnanimous" decision. A "Students for
McCarthy" was formed. The
group has been actively participating in primaries in New England. It is not the most active
group on campus but it is here
which is something in itself.
Some faculty members wonder
why there are no activists on
Salve's campus. So do many of
the students. Both factions tend
to think of each other as morons,
a sad fact. There are ructivists at
Salve but how active can they
be? On Friday, April , 26 there
was a strike - a strike all over
the country of faculty and students opposed to the War in Vietnam. They even participated at
P.C. What would have happened
if some fruculty and students expressed a ·desire to participate? I
would not dare suggest the whole
school have withdrawn from
classes. But what would have
happened if some had participated?
If our school, the whole school,
faculty, students and administration don't wise up soon, very
soon, Salve will be 1eft out in the
cold. The students are apathetic,
the faculty is apathetic, and the
administration is apathetic. Remember the expression ''' Three
strikes and you're out?" This is
a harsh, critical letter, but I like
Salve and don't like what's happening here. Let's stop it now,
and prevent what is going on. Remember, if you don't agree with
me, say something. ''A little
healthy criticism never hurt anyone or anything.''
- Not Radical but Involved
and Concerned

* * *

Dear Editor:
''' Apathy," is that the best
word that we can find to describe
ourselves here at Salve? In the
campaign speeches delivered on
Tuesday, April 30, this seemed
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to be the cry - "no interest";
"this campus is plagued by a
state of apathy." I feel that
"apathy" gives us too much
credit - I don't think that there
is a word to describe us.
We complain that we want
Academic Freedom; a poll is held,
and what kind of response is
there? "I didn't fill my sheet
out, I didn't have time," "I lost
my paper," "It isn't important
what I say." We criticize the
College, but what is the College?
It isn't the buildings; they don't
move, talk or act - it isn't the
administration or the faculty
alone, we, the students are the
College, so let's begin to be alive.
Here are just a few issues that
we can check ourselves on: Did I
do my part in ...
1. The Academic Freedom Poll
2. Voting for Student Council
Officers
3. Fulfilling the obHgations of
the Clubs to which I belong
4. Sponsoring the Cultural Affair's special events
5. Voting for "Choice '6-8"
6. Making this year a better
one than last year.
If you or I can answer no to
any one of these questions, and
if we say that Salve is Dead, then
we can not complain about anyone else. First, let each one of us
come alive, and in doing so make
Salve Alive and breathing.
Each one of us is needed and
so are our opinions; we must take
the risk of pres-enting them;" especially when asked to do so.
Is Salve's pulse beating rapidly? To answer that question Check your pulse rate. Are you
dead or alive?
-S.C.A.

* * *

Dear Editor:
As a senior interested in the
direction which our college is
taking, I would like to praise a
present administration policy and
urge its continuance. This policy
concerns the admitting of students on the basis. of academic
qualifications, taking into account other aspects of character
which have to do with the essence of an individual, rather
than ig iving consideration to accidents such as race, color, or
physical ability or disability. It is
the latter aspect in which I believe Salve has made an especially great contribution to society,
to the college, and to individual
human persons.
Society needs all its members
working to their fullest capacities. If the body cannot be developed it becomes . even more
important and imperative that
society ,u se the mind and heart.
If this kind of development is
denied to the person who has
the ability to achieve higher education, it is the· society that is
the loser as well as the person.
The college itself has gained
much in the past from its policy
to admit handicapped students.
For, it seems to me that they:
tend to contribute more in enthusiasm and support of school
activities (both curricular and
extra-curricular) than the average student. I think this is primarily because their appreciation

of the opportunities of education
has been' heightened by years of
struggling for admission to institutions of learning.
This leads me to the last and
greatest contribution of all that to individual human persons.
Not only does the administration:
offer the handicapped student a
chance to develop to her fullest
potential and thus to gain personal fulfillment, but also the student in turn shares with others
in the colle1ge community a philosophy and· appreciation of life
that cannot be learned from textbooks or lectures.
It has been rumored that the
administration is reviewing and
already may have changed its
former policy in this regard. Indeed, it seems most evident in
the new O'Hare .Accademic Center
which has no elevator - a vital
necessity to many of these students.
Why ? ? It is incomprehensible
to me and I believe I speak for
many other students who have
established precious, meaningful
and irreplaceable friendshtps with
students confined to _wheelchair
or crutches. This has not been a
hardship or an inconvenience for
us - just an inspiration, a wonderful part of living!
- Rosemary Kearns

* * *
Dear Editor:
This letter is not being
pr.ompted by any one _incident ~or
a specific person. Rather, I feel
that an open opinion of this sort
is almost necessary from tlie students to the faculty and administration. The ideas expressed are,
admittedly, my own, but · I will
go out on a limb to say that this
is, as far as I can tell, the general
consensus.
As long as there is both youth
and adulthood there will be a conflict of ideals and ways of obtaining these ideals. This is natural, if not mandatory, for
progress.
Lately, there has been a noticeable degree of tenseness between
the students here arid the administration. We want changes
in various fields. This should not
alarm anyone. However, the
alarm comes when we push to
have these alterations now. Surely a complete reversal of · the
manner of doing things, or even
a change of the things themselves, would be foolish in any
case.. But no one here is asking,
Continued on Page 6

Three Bound
For Spain
Congratulations to the three
sophomores who have been accepted at the University of Madrid for their junior year. Cindy
Bates, Anne Conaty, and Rita
Francis are planning to leave
New York on August 21 on the
Italian oceanliner AURELIA and
will dock at >Le Havre, France on
August 30. From there, they will
travel to Paris and then on to
Madrid.
When asked her objective in
going, Rita replied: "I strongly:
feel that a period of time in a
country where nothing but the
foreign language is spoken is
necessary for mastery of any
language. A four-year college
program with a major in a
language isn't sufficient to acquire fluency in that language. I
hope not only to be able to easily
converse in Spanish but to also
become well acquainted with the
people, their customs and history.''
Anne remarked that "the benefits afforded by study in a foreign
university are many and varied.
Opportunities for acquiring a real
understanding and appreciation
for a language and a people different from our own are not offered in the United States.'' Cin·
dy's statement was similar:
"Spain through . books is not
enough. I believe t ha t one~who is
a language major should spend
considerable amount of time in
the respective country. Only in
this way is one able to learn,
firsthand, the customs, language,
and general thinking of its
people.''
All three plan to take full advantage of their stay in Spain.
They intend to visit all of the
European countries and possibly
Africa. Cindy would also like to
go behind the Iron Curtain to
Hungary and Russia.
Formal classes begin October
1, preic eded by a month of orientation. The three plan to share a
room in a local ··• pension" in the
center of Madrid. Buena suerte
a las tres!

Congratulations
Congratulations to Joan Ottilege, a commuter of the class of
1971, on her engagement to Jerry
Dufault of Willow Street in Newport.
Congratulations to Claudia DiOrio on becoming the pinmate of
Anthony Conca, a Providence College sophomore.
Congratulations to Mary Dowd
on her acceptance at Columbia
University for graduate study. ,
Congratulations to Jane Garganese on her acceptance to Simmons College.
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View and Review
The FOX
By Sharon Lanoue
The Fox represents a new freedom in American filming in explaining the intimate recesses of
the human body as well as the
psyche; the poignant love relationship between two girls and
between one of them and a man
is the theme of the screenplay
based on the story by D. H.
Lawrence.
The young women lead a life of
solitude on a run-down farm raising chickens as their sole source
of income. Ellen March (Anne
Heywood) performs the rustic
tasks of a farm life such as chopping wood, mending fences, and
hunting, while Jill (,Sandy Dennis) manages the housework,
cook in g
and bookkeeping.
Warmed from a blazing fire in
the hearth, their evenings are
spent lost in the world of books.
However, as one watches the interaction between the two developinig, it becomes more and
more evident that Jill in her
weakness and complacency cannot satisfy the restlessness of
March who is searching and longing for more than she already
knows and possesses.
There are only two intrusions
on their solitude. One, the red fox,
the symbol of the male, raids the
chicken yard continually, and
March, as it is part of her duties,
hunts him. Into this situation of
solitude, sporadically broken by
the hunt, arrives Paul (Keir Dullea), their second and most provoking intrusion. He is a merchant seaman on leave who has
arrived to visit his grandfather,
the deceased owner of the farm.
And just as the fox pillages the
chicken yard, Paul pillages the
love between the two girls with
his passion for Ellen. The validity
of the situation, the love triangle,
is destroyed by a false, meclianical resolution carried over from
the Lawrence story. Perhaps this
is his rejection of a vindication of
the human spirit in such circumstances, but still it evokes a dissatisfaction from viewers.
The Fox, in addition to expressing a new freedom in American
filming, is remarkable also in its
cast and cinematography. Sandy
Dennis and Anne Heywood are
excellent and well-supported by
Keir Dullea. The photography of
the snow-laden Canadian countryside frosted over with ice is
breathlessly beautiful. The scene
in which March finally tracks
down the fox and does, in fact,
come within three feet of him,
yet cannot kill him, is especially
moving and exciting.
Yet The Fox is definitely not
for the squeamish and perhaps
for this reason even falls short of
being art. In the amplification of
certain scenes depicting girl and
man in hunting cabin, girl and
girl in bed, and girl and herself in
bathroom, there is a void of the
sublimity of treatment, and instead, a spectacle is made of human heterosexual and homosexual relations. One would not expect
that sex had to be added to a

D. H. Lawrence novella, except
for the monetary gain of audience
attraction.
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along the Israeli-Jordan border,
Jakov Baratz, the Director of
Israeli Military Intelligence, plots
a retaliatory attack on a Jordanian village. In Syria, Safreddin, the Director of Security,
works to make his country the
determining power in the Arab
world. In order to obtain this goal
he tries to involve Jordan and
Egypt in a war against Israel. To
carry out this daring plot a terrorist of the Palestine Liberation
Organization, Idrich Jarrah, is
enticed into joining this conspiracy. Adorn Ronen, the Israeli
contact in Damascus, Syria,
keeps Baratz posted on the Syrian
government's movements. He discovers many of their secret missions, but he must be careful not
to be detected as a spy. The fifth
person involved in the network
of action is Nuri Chakry. He is
the shrewd head of the International Bank in Beirut; his only
love is money and he would do
anything for it, including the
sale of secrets.
The vivid Mid-East backdrop
and the intense reality of this
modern crisis saves this book
from being an average adventure
story. West has skillfully interwoven the past with the modernday plot, lending a sense of history to the story. The reader
finishes the book with a more
complete awareness of Israel, the
land and people steeped in history and tradition.

HOUSE OF BERNARDA ALBA
By Kathy Podd
Federico Garcia Lorca's "The
House of Bernarda Alba," aptly
directed by Miss Joan David, was
presented to an appreciative audience by the Regina players on
Saturday, May 3. With simple
Spanish furnishings against a
white background, the story began with La Poncia (Mary McGann) disclosing the past occurrences in the household of Bernarda. Although her portrayal is
slightly weak, she did bring a
unity among the other actresses.
Magdalena (Chris Quinton)
was well-portrayed in her role of
sweetness and goodness especially
in contrast to Adelia (Mary Ann
Tierney) impressively performed
in her role as the sensuous and
rebellious daughter of Bernarda
Alba.
Contrasting characters again
were well-presented through
Amelia (Megan Daly), who implies her lesbian qualities to that
of Martirio (Nancy Gillis) excellently depicting her role of bisexual motivation.
Conflict arises when the oldest
sister, Angustias, (Barbara Carrillo) wins the hand of Pepe El
Romano because of her wealth.
Barbara's performance also deserved notation.
All duly ruled under the ironContinued from Page 5
hand monarch of Bernarda (superbly portrayed by Sue Mar- let alone demanding, a complete
cotte) all the frustration of an all makeover.
women household is exemplified.
The requests we are making of
With definite monarchical tenden- this college can mean nothing
cies Bernarda's final soliloquy cer- else other than a true concern
tainly provided an appropriate for the present and future of
ending with the old Spanish caste Salve. There is a line of philosoadherence to rules and etiquette. phy which is relevant to my senThe only person actually free timents on this subject: "To have
from the staff of Bernarda is Ma- someone's hate means more than
ria Josefa diligently played by to have his indifference. At least
Linda Robinson. Her deftness in you know he thinks of you." If
her role of a senile mad-woman the girls here didn't give two
was near perfection.
hoots about Salve they wouldn't
The only defect that can be waste· their time trying to change
cited is the cutting of lines which present conditions, from acaobviously might have carried the demic freedom right down to
theme more smoothly. The re- clothes and curfews. If there
deeming characteristic to off-set were only a minority of twenty
this is the use of sound effects, or so girls who went around
which in itself, helped to further pushing changes there would be
the theme.
a reason for skepticism as to the
All the effort and work put into integrity of their purpose. When
this play certainly was not in 90% of the student body is convain. The combining assistance all . cerned enough to fight for a
the actresses gave to support the stand you can be sure that they
major roles contributed to make have thought it out and have
this performance and evening come to the conclusion that it is
for the betterment of the school.
worth while.
As in advertisements of all
THE TOWER OF BABEL
sorts, the best selling device is
By Jane Carroll
The exotic Middle East is the the recommendation of satisfied
setting of Morris West's most re- customers. And what could be a
cent novel, The Tower of Babel. better compliment to Salve than
Although the people and events students who feel a challenge,
are fictitious, the basic senti- academically, and a contentment
ments that exist between the of the overall situation?
Any changes we ask are not
Arab States and Israel are based
on reality. The author has taken threats to the reputation of our
this hotbed of conflicting na- school; rather, they are our way
tionalistic temperaments and has of expressing a true concern for
the progress of Salve, academwritten an intriguing book.
The action transpires among ically and socially.
five distinctly different people.
- Susan Keally
Prompted by Jordanian sabotage
Class of '70

Letters

Dear Editor:
The newly - created College
Council reflects a spirit of change
which is currently permeating
the intellectual, political and social atmosphere of college campuses throughout the country,
and on a larger scale, throughout
the world. Although we realize
the Council is as yet an imperfect organ of expression, the
Freshman Class would like to
contribute toward making it a
more truly representative body
encompassing a wider scope of
problems other than mere petty
details of living.
,some of us were considering
leaving Salve Regina because we
sensed an atmosphere of stagnancy which would not yield to
change. The campus life here
seems to reflect a divorcement
from reality which does not exist
on other campuses. We realize
that we are limited by certain
factors, such as our size, but
must there be such a huge gap
between the intellectual life on
this campus and on other campuses throughout the country,
and even the state?
We are not placing blame
specifically on either the administration or the students, but we
feel that Salve Regina is in grave
danger of acquiring a reputation
as a provincial, conservative college in an age of liberalism. To
remedy this situation, we urge
increased dialogue between administration ' and students on an
informal basis.
- Kathy Winters, Ruth Duprey, Kat h y Mccourt,
Marianne Reavey, Molly
Morris, Terry Martin, Geri
Higgins, Rosemarie Peraneo, Angela Cinquegrand,
Roberta Sutherland , Barbara McCarthy

* * *

Dear Editor:
Academic e:x:cellence should be
the main interest of all people
concerned with Salve Regina. It
has been brought to the attention
of many concerned students that
Miss Wanda Lewis's contract is
not being renewed for the alleged reason of lack of funds.
The question is, "Can Salve afford to lose such a dedicated,
creative, and intellectually-stimulating teacher?" There are a
few of us at Salve who are concerned with things other than culottes and curfews. It disturbs us
that such a loss is being taken so
lightly by the administration of
this college.
Although the theology and
philosophy departments are being
reduced, it seems that there
should be a place in these departments for an educator of this
caliber. We are continually told
that this is our school. Should
our voices not be heard in a matter as crucial as this? We are interested in the quality of our education, and we feel that Miss
Lewis is one of the most valuable
members of the faculty. Few
other teachers have shown such
interest in the students' academic
welfare. This we appreciate. Sal'Ve needs academic excellence,
Salve needs Miss Lewis.
-Troubled

Academic Freedom
Continued from Page 3
cessful performance by the professdr and students in areas such
as teaching, learning, practice of·
the arts and research. An integral aspect of academic freedom·
is student responsibility whichcan only be attained if the student is granted freedom. In the
United States according to Fuchs,
faculty freedom has been the
main concern until recently. Now
students have organized themselves to seek the freedom which
theoretically they are said to
possess. Fuchs continues to say
" . . . a substantial degree of institutional autonomy is both a
usual pre-requisite and a normal
consequence of such a state of
affairs. Student freedom will fob
low - unless, indeed, individual
faculty members or departmental
groups are permitted to tyrannize over particular students as
occasionally happens." Fuchs
also believes that this freedom
can be developed and maintained
only if encouragement and protection of the faculty member
exists. The teacher cannot force
students to accept his opinion.
The only way a teacher may justify his instruction is through
reason and the facts.
In the case Sweegy vs. N.H.,
Chief Justice Warren gave his
conception of academic freedom.
Justice Warren feels that there
should not be any restrictions on
the students or faculty of the
college community. If sanctions
are enforced Mr. Warren feels
that the future of the nation
would be threatened for new discoveries would decrease. In the
area of social sciences freedom
must exist because very few principles, if any, are accepted as
absolutes. Suspicion and distrust
in an academic community only
weaken intellectual and scientific
activity, thus forcing scholarship
to become stagnant. According to
Chief Justice Warren "teachers
and students must always remain
free to inquire, to study, and to
evaluate, to gain new maturity
and understanding." A progressive nation facing the future will
result.
The formal definition employed
by the American Association of
University Professors is that the
common good should be sought
by American institutions of higher learning. Free search for truth
and the exposition of truth is
what constitutes this good. Academic freedom, therefore, encourages research and teaching
while protecting the rights of
both the student and teacher.
In conclusion, it can be said
that academic freedom rests on
a variety of factors stemming
from within and outside the educational institution. It must also
be said that there is widespread
agreement on the freedom which
should be allotted to both the
faculty and students in teaching,
research, learning, and in intramural and extramural activities.
Without this academic freedom,
society in general will be stunted
and the growth of man and his
country will be halted.
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